Good company and you’ll find that there are
‘dog bins’ along the routes so do please
clean up.

The Short Walks: These are on hard
surfaces and relatively level.
The Little Longer Walk: This has a little
down and up walking but is still on hard
surfaces.
The Medium Walk: Is the same as the walk
above but with a little more hill and also
some woodland.
The Longer Walk: Has up and down walking
as well as footpaths crossing fields.
Leaflets for all the walks are available for
downloading from the council websites:

Benches
Marked on the maps are benches and each
walk will go past at least one bench so you
will have the chance to have a rest and
watch the world go by. Longer walks have
more benches.

Project undertaken by:
Broseley Town Council
and
Barrow Parish Council

Funded by:

www.barrowparish.org.uk
www.broseleytowncouncil.co.uk
Parking: Please park in a car park if you
travel by car. Most of the routes use
lanes which are too narrow for safe
parking.

Thanks to:
The Severn Gorge Countryside
Trust for permitting the siting of a
bench in Workhouse Coppice

The Longer walk

Distances are given in ‘steps’ to give you an
idea of what is ahead of you. Some walks
start in Broseley, others in Benthall and
each walk can be started anywhere on the
circuit

Walking for health and fun

Taking the dog?

Folk & Gentry

Folk and Gentry Walks

Folk and Gentry Walks are designed for those who have stopped walking for exercise, wish to start again,
and would prefer to do it at their own pace.
The Longer Walk is the longest of the routes and gives you a walk with moderate uphill sections but plenty
of places to rest. The Bridle Way section can get muddy, so remember to wear suitable footwear. There
are two possible starting points for those travelling by car, one at Benthall and the other in Broseley.
Waymarkers will be marked with a purple rose for this route

